Tool 7

Team Roles + Descriptions
You’ve already seen how normal functional
groups can be viewed through the lens of
customer experience. However, defining team
roles for your customer experience projects
is just as crucial for success. Teams work best
if you start small – somewhere between two
to five active members, with an ideal group

size of three or four. This allows work to be
divided and for everyone to stay purposefully
engaged. If there are more interested parties
you may form a larger, secondary group to
tap into for workshops, feedback, and general
support. If possible, seek diversity on your
team – of experience, gender, point of view,

and function areas. This will help you avoid
the challenge of “group think” – becoming an
echo chamber of homogeneous thoughts, and
implicitly help your team integrate into the
larger organization. Each team should include
the following perspectives: consumer mindset,
operational savvy, financial expertise, and

organizational evangelists. Once you’ve rallied
your team, you’re ready to discuss roles, goals,
and routines.
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Tool 7
Team Roles + Descriptions (1/1)
GROUP GOALS What are your goals for this project
and team? What would success look like?

DESCRIPTIONS OF WORKING DISPOSITIONS

Anthropologist: A curious inquirer who wants
to find out how people tick and interact with
each other, their environments, and their tools.
You notice what others may not and approach
qualitative understanding with rigor. You
view people with an empathetic, open mind
and seek inspiration from everyday human
innovation.

Analyst: A seeker of patterns in data. You find
the story of human behavior in quantitative
touchpoints to identify opportunities for
impact. Your perspective helps find ways
to measure creatively and model business
value quickly. You’re often the translator
to operational or financial roles in your
organization.

Experimenter: A consummate builder who
tests to learn. You aren’t afraid to work
through a problem in a rough state and would
rather make decisions from evidence than
theory. You don’t need to have a hard design
or technical discipline, but can often be seen
drawing through ideas, making models, or
talking through hypothetical situations to
seek clarity.

Connector: A gregarious socializer with a knack
for cross-pollination. You bring in multiple
perspectives from your own experience or
network. This skill is crucial in the field to build
rapport, form mutually beneficial partnerships,
and build connections and support in your
organization to spread the details of your
customer experience work.

Storyteller: A synthesizing mind with a knack
for finding the storyline in the data points.
You cut through jargon and find ways to
translate work to a broader audience –
identifying the challenge, plot, and characters.
Your messages clearly convey innovations and
can motivate the emotions and actions of a
broader audience.

PERSONAL GOALS What are your individual goals
for this project? Is there a skill you’d like to gain or
enhance? A professional milestone?

PROJECT PERSPECTIVES
Share the perspective and disposition you bring to your project team. This will help your team identify
how to share work and leverage strengths.
How representative are you of each disposition?
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What implications do your ratings have for your team role and responsibilities?

Reference: Tom Kelley – The Ten Faces of Innovation
Thoughts on leveraging multiple perspectives as you bring creativity, innovation, and customer perspectives
into your organization.
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